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Dairy
40 lb. blocks $1.4325 $1.5065 ($0.074)

Milk output continues to expand increasing invento-
ries and reducing cost. Milk production is up more 
than 2% over the previous year, and we larger herd size  

Beef

Beef  prices are scooting up as we approach summer 
months, although the increase could be limited due to 
the forcasted increase in output.  

Price        LstMonth                     Diff

50% Trimming $1.066 $0.820  $1.004
Price        LstMonth                      PY

Poultry
Whole Wing $1.867 $1.916 $1.743

Chicken output is down, and we have seen, on average, 
lighter bird weights than in the past year.  Retail 
chicken prices keep impacting the foodservice 
markets.  Retail breast prices were the lowest since ‘12.

Price        LstMonth                      PY
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High quality, delivered at an increasingly rapid pace, has become the “new norm” in 
an age of  technology that enables products and services to be available with the click 
of  a button or the tap of  a finger. The new-age customer, raised in a world of  instant 
gratification, does not simply want the option of  being able to skip the wait on the 
phone and access your restaurant online: he/she EXPECTS it and will seek out other 
options if  you cannot provide the experience they desire. 

Your customers are hanging up the phone and going digital. In fact, statistics show 
that between 2010 and 2015, the numbers literally inverted: Phone orders decreased 
over 30% from 1.5B to less than a billion while online orders increased by over 300% 
- moving from 300M in 2010 to over 900M. This trend continued acceleration in 
2016, seeing online orders move to over 1.1B while phone orders continued their 
steady decline. 

What’s more, the actual sales data proves that online ordering is lucrative for opera-
tors. Take these notable statistics into consideration:

1)   Operators that implement online ordering services experience an average 
of  10-15% growth in topline revenue. NOTE: e|tab has cases of  25-30% 
in scenarios where operators put modest effort into promoting its use.

2)    Online ordering now accounts for over 45% of  all pizza orders and this is 
projected to exceed 50% in 2017.

3)    Online tickets are 30% higher on average than orders placed via the phone 
or with staff.

4)    An online customer is more likely to re-order within 30-days than a phone 
or walk-in customer, simply because the platform is more accessible. 

Additionally, as profitability is also driven by increased efficiencies and/or productiv-
ity, online ordering presents numerous other benefits: 

1)   With online ordering, order accuracy rises sharply, decreasing food waste 
and increasing satisfaction.

2)    Online orders are paid for BEFORE they are picked up or delivered, avoid-
ing “no-shows” and other payment issues.

3)   Employees are not distracted by constant phone calls, allowing them to 
serve customers better.

4)    Automatic ticket scheduling features allow for better management of  order 
flow and increase the productivity of  kitchen staff.

So: What does this mean for you? 

It is this author’s opinion that no business should willingly ignore online ordering and 
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When to Not... 
    Social Media

Social Media is 
everywhere these 
days, and there are 

more than a few examples of  business’ using any 
number of  these avenues to create a successful 
marketing campaign.  The ease of  use and access 
to any number of  different potential customers is 
certainly enticing, but there is a point where your 
social media efforts won’t be worth the time it 
took creating them.  Expecting that you can create 
a page, post a promotion, and sales will increase 
automatically is a hope that is often unfulfilled.  
Focusing on proven, direct sales channels within 
your target demographic will lead to an increase 
of  brand awareness, market share, and subse-
quently higher sales volumes.  

Now we are not proposing that you shouldn’t use 
social media to run a portion of  your marketing 
effort.  You really cannot beat the cost of  social 
media for quick marketing promotions, but there 
are a number of  different factors to consider 
before spending all your efforts online.  Here are 
some things you might want to ponder before 
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When to Not... Social Media - CONT.

actively taking to the web.

Social media is time consuming  - Social media can be an addicting hobby for some people.  Time spent creating Facebook pages, or 
creating clever tweets, could have been better utilized promoting your business through other means.  If  you are already spread too thin, 
then a large social marketing campaign might not be right for you.   A possible better use of  your time would be trying to subvent your 
main business through new offerings, such as catering, or offering cooking classes.  

There are too many social media alternatives – You no doubt know about Facebook, and Twitter, but have you ever heard of  the Vine, 
Google +, Tagged, EmpireAvenue, Highlight, or Crowdspring?  All are social media services and all would be alternatives for your 
social media campaigns.  But which one you choose will have a significant impact on the type of  user that you identify with, and the 
message you send.  Our advice is to keep it simple.  A simple, to the point message is all your really need.  Trying to cover too many 
social media outlets will waste valuable time and energy.   
 
Messages are easily misread – Social media is very easy to use, and there is, typically, little to no thought required before uploading 
content that anyone could read.  The online community is also very judgmental, and will often take the negative meaning in 
messages regardless of  its intention.  Simple posts can backfire throughout the internet community before you 
have time to really think about what you said.  Be careful when uploading anything to the internet.  

If  you do insist on having a full social media campaign, there are some things that you need to 
be aware of  in order to be successful.  First, Social media sites by definition are places where 
you can connect with your peers, and they can in turn connect with you.  Be prepared to deal 
with a barrage of  negative feedback.  Second, social media sites offer a potential for 
easy communication to all of  your customers in one easy posting.  But how are 
you going to make that initial connection with your customers so you can 
contact them?   Your customers have to actively seek you in order to benefit 
from any promotion that is run. It will take patience to be successful.  Third, 
have fun with it, and good luck.  
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Online Ordering, READY OR NOT- CONT.

its potential benefits. I have heard from numerous prospects that 
they “like things how they are” and “aren’t sure if  online ordering is 
a good fit for their business.” The simple fact of  the matter is that 
things will ALWAYS change and that the “fit” is not about the 
establishment – it’s about the customers. Perhaps online ordering 
will only marginally increase your business: but proper implementa-
tion will help ensure you retain and engage the customer base you 
have worked so hard to create.

There are two primary types of  online ordering systems:

1)Marketing “Portals”: Examples of  this type of  system are familiar 
names like GrubHub and Seamless, as well as newer sites like Slice. 
The value of  these services are largely experienced by operators 
looking to generate awareness of  their business by potential 
customers unaware of  their restaurant. This can produce great 
returns in large metro areas, frequented by travelers, or in locations 
where there is proximity to hotels or other tourist hot spots. Where 
these systems fail to deliver maximum value is REPEAT business. 
In the case of  a repeat customer, these portals charge a premium for 
the “advertising” component, when that is no longer the value being 
delivered. Once a customer develops any sort of  loyalty of  affinity, 
the real goal should be a great ordering experience with efficient and 
easy transactional features.

2)“Branded” Solutions: These systems, like our own system at e|tab, 
provide the operator with an extension of  their own brand online – 
which may be tied to their website, Facebook page or any other 
media they may use to promote their brand. In these scenarios, the 
customer is not pushed into a site category that may display a variety 
of  other competitors. Rather, from start to finish, the customer 
interacts with technology that has been tailored to the venue, thus 
enhancing the customer relationship and experience - owned and 
managed by the operator. 

One can make a logical argument for either system: or both! We 
have a variety of  clients that use GrubHub and Seamless to generate 
awareness – and then convert clients to their own systems with 
clever promotion and messaging placed in or on their carryout 
containers. Regardless of  which way you decide to go, educating 
yourself  on the technology and creating this new connection with 
your customers can only help your business!

Jeff  Stein is the President and Founder of  e|tab online ordering. 
To learn more about e|tab, visit www.e-tab.com



Gettin’ Figgy Wit It!
Spring and summer are the ideal seasons to introduce fig
jam to your menu.  Not only does it make the perfect
addition to any cheese plate, it’s excellent blended with
chopped almonds on Greek yogurt, and makes a delicious
pizza.   Offer a special pizza of fig jam, fresh mozzarella,
prosciutto, arugula and parmesan – it’s a wonderful, light
offering for al fresco dining. Need a sandwich offering?
How about a grilled fontina and fig jam sandwich paired
with a fresh salad?  The options are plentiful.

Dalmatia fig spread is crafted in Croatia using figs from
the pristine Dalmatian Coast of Croatia.  It is cooked
with great care to protect the integrity of the fruit and to
create a rich, full-bodied, fruity flavor.

#1002602        Fig Jam        3.53 lb each
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Comments, Questions & Suggestions
Please contact us toll free at 800.536.1234, locally at 317.876.1951, or visit us online at www.delcofoods.com.
We truly value your opinion.

As always, our number one goal is to keep you happy.  Our newsletter is just one way we share new information about the
products and services we offer, as well as industry news we think may be interesting and useful.  For personal service and
support, please contact your Delco Foods sales representative.

4850 West 78th Street . Indianapolis, IN 46268 . toll free 800.536.1234 . tel 317.876.1951 . fax 317.870.7803

String Cheese
Leprino Foods is driven by innovation, straight down to
every strand of their premium string cheese. Their
distinctive extrusion process offers a smooth and
consistent surface resulting in fewer tails, twists and curls.
With a creamy flavor and smooth texture, Leprino string
cheese is ideal for snack cheese, stuffed crust and breaded
applications.

This cheese has performance starch added to help hold
form in stuffed crust.  It’s the product you’ve been looking
for!

#171996        Mozzarella String Cheese        1/15 lb
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